Underwater noise of commercial vessels in Nusakambangan Strait and the relationship with distance
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ABSTRACT

The existence of shipping activities can produce noise with certain characteristics as a main source of noise pollution in the waters. This research aimed to study the sound characteristics (frequency and sound pressure levels) of various type of commercial vessels crossing the Nusakambangan Strait, its relationship to the distance, and their potential impact to the marine biota. Noise frequency and sound pressure level were determined by spectral and envelope analysis from sound recording by hydrophone, while the type of vessel that produces noise and the distance from receiver were analyzed based on video recording. Relationship between frequency and sound pressure level to the distance were analyzed using simple linear regression. Results showed that frequency of noise is varied more clearly compared to the sound pressure level (1.7 – 20 kHz and 93.8 – 117.8 dB re 1μPa respectively) for each type of vessel (ro-ro ferry, small fishing boat, small ferry, tug boat and pilot boat) based on the size of the ship, engines type and power, loading capacity and vessels speed. Sound characteristics changed based on distance, where the frequency of sound increases (0.04 – 34.28 Hz.m⁻¹) and different things for sound pressure level (0.04 – 0.11 dB re 1μPa m⁻¹). Estimated source level also differ from one ship to another (105 – 128 dB re 1μPa). The existence of ship noise has the potential impacts on the presence of marine biota in these waters.
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1. Introduction

Indonesia is an archipelago country that has diverse resources requires vessel as a sea transportation to optimize the potential. Shipping for economic activities produce noise with certain characteristics (see McKenna et al., 2012; Erbe, 2002; Kipple & Gabriele, 2004; Hildebrand, 2004; Amoser et al., 2004; Blackwell & Greene, 2006; Hildebrand, 2009; Pine et al., 2016; Triwahyanti et al., 2018). Ships as a main transportation have developed dramatically due to the economic, trade and technological developments influencing an increase in the contribution of noise as one of the pollution sources in the waters. Shipping activity on a global scale is a major contributor to noise in waters (Hatch et al., 2008; McKenna et al., 2012; Soares et al., 2020) in addition to other sources of noise pollution such as marine biota (see Ladich, 2015; Amron et al., 2017; McKenna et al., 2017; Amron et al., 2018; Bussmann et al., 2020; Halliday et al., 2020) and physical processes in the waters (see Sanjana et al., 2010; Vargas-Salinas & Amézquita, 2014; McKenna et al., 2017; Amron et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020).

As a main source of noise pollution in the waters, the sound of vessel is generally produced by propeller, main engine, auxiliary engine, flow noise, etc. (Pazara et al., 2018). Variations of ship noise depend heavily on the propulsion system, and the propeller (Ross, 2005). This mechanical system produces noise based on the characteristics of the ship and engine type (McKenna et al., 2012). Small ships that have high-speed engines and propellers generally produce higher frequency (Erbe, 2002), while large ships produce lower frequency noise (McKenna et al., 2012). The sound of the ship will become more complex when the ship is operating (Kozaczka et al., 2007), where propellers and various types of engines and their parts will work together that cause noise is a combined effect from various sources (Zhang & Meng, 2018). The strongest source of noise is usually the propeller when rotating (Donald Ross & Kuperman, 1989). The engine produces noise with narrow band frequencies (Arveson & Vendittis, 2000; Trevorro et al., 2008), where the frequency produced ranges from 0.1 – 1 kHz (Viola et al., 2017). Noise cavitation will increase as the ships speed, size and load increase (Donald Ross & Kuperman, 1989; Scrimger & Heitmeyer, 1991; Hamson, 1997; Trevorro et al., 2008). In addition, the sound characteristics of both frequency and intensity will change in line with the change in distance due to the operation of the vessel (see Sutin et al., 2010; Fillinger et al., 2011; McKenna et al., 2012; Halliday et al., 2017; Jones et al., 2017; Ahmad et al., 2018 Peng et al., 2018; Enguix et al., 2019).

The presence of noise in the aquatic environment at certain level (low frequency to 20 kHz, and low to high sound pressure level) will affect the existence of biota not only to marine mammal but also some types of aquatic organisms (Popper & Hawkins, 2016; Soares et al., 2020). Several studies report that anthropogenic noise make pressure on marine mammal such as stress (Wright et al., 2011; Rolland et al., 2012; Castellote et al., 2012; Allen & Angliss, 2013; Dunlop et al., 2017; Williams et al., 2019), critical life functions (Wright et al., 2011), changes in behavior (Williams et al., 2002; Nowacek et al., 2007; Christiansen et al.,

Figure 1. Recording’s site. Solid lines represent to the shipping lane for ro-ro and small ferries (red), tug and pilot boats (blue), and small fishing boat (green).
2. Material and methods

2.1. Recording’s site

Ocean noise from five types of vessels that passing Nusakambangan Strait were recorded from MV. Perkasa 7 which anchored at Stasiun Pandu Pier, Cilacap, Indonesia (7°44’34” S and 180°59’43” E). These waters are the lane of vessels to entrance of Tanjung Intan Port (Cilacap), to crossing Cilacap City and Nusakambangan Island and as the small fishing boat channel. Differences in the purpose of the voyage cause the lane of the ship is different for each type. Tug and pilot boats have a lane as inner and outer to Tanjung Intan Port. Ro-ro and small ferries have a lane to cross the strait from Cilacap city to Nusakambangan Island or conversely, while small fishing boats pass the strait with the specific lane (Figure 1).

2.2. Recording systems

Noise emitted by five types of vessels were collected using calibrated omnidirectional hydrophone (Sea Phone SQ26, sensitivity -194 dB re 1 V/µPa, 20 Hz to 45 kHz flat response) connected to sound recorder (20 dB gain, 16-bit, 4,410 Hz sampling rate and stored in .WAV file) from January 22 – 24, 2018 (Figure 2). Type of vessels passed the strait and the environment condition in the air and waters were recorded using HD CCTV camera (1080 MP). Both sound and video recordings were synchronized and connected to Zoom H1n digital flash recorder and displayed to LCD monitor. Sound and video recording was carried out continuously during the study.

2.3 Data analysis

Noise characteristics (frequency and sound pressure level) were determined by spectral and envelope analysis from sound recordings by hydrophone, while the type of vessel that produces noise were analyzed based on video recordings. The distance of the ship to the deployed hydrophone was a projection of the vessels movement that was recorded by CCTV camera to the map and validated based on the

Figure 2. Recording systems. The blue and red lines represent the audio and video line. (1 – 7) represent vessel, hydrophone, CCTV camera, sound recorder, personal computer, video recorder, and LCD monitor, respectively.
speed of vessel. Specifications and uses of the vessel were analyzed descriptively based on observation, interview and data collection of vessels specification. Relationship between frequency and sound pressure level with the distance were analyzed using simple linear regression to determine the factors that influenced it and to estimate the absorption coefficient and source level of the ships noise.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1 Type of vessels

Most type of vessels which operating in the Nusakambangan Strait are categorized into the ro-ro ferry, small fishing boat, small ferry, tug boat, and pilot boat (Figure 3). Ro-ro ferry is a ship owned by the Indonesian Ministry of Law and Human Rights which functions as a main transportation for the Nusakambangan Prison needs (Figure 3A). Fishing boats are vessels used by fishermen for fishing and transporting the catch (Figure 3B). Small ferry are traditional boat used by the local community for crossing motorbike and passenger (Figure 3C). Tugboats are vessels that are used to provide services to ships that will dock at Tanjung Intan Port, Cilacap. (Figure 3D). Meanwhile, a pilot boat is a ship that used to assist or pick up a pilot who will guide or finish guiding (Figure 3E). Differences in the function of each ship passing in the Nusakambangan Strait influence the differences in the shape, size, type of engine, engine power and operational speed. In general, the size of the ships payload ranges from 5 - 500 GT with inboard and outboard engine types (10 to 1,500 Horse Power). The ships are operational with speed ranges from 8-30 Knot. As a ro-ro ferry, the ship is equipped with an inboard engine with power of 450 HP. Related to this engine capacity, it can carry payloads that will reach 125 GT. This ferry serves the transportation of public servants, visitors and logistics needs from Cilacap City to Nusakambangan Prison, so that the shape and size of the vessel is specially designed for these purposes. The operational speed can reach 15 knot. Otherwise, another type of vessel that operating in these waters is small fishing boat. This boat is the smallest of all vessels that cross these waters because it functions only for small-scale fishing. This type of vessel is equipped with an outboard diesel engine with a power ranging from 15 to 25 HP. With the size and capacity of the engine, the operational exhaust of this boat can reach 8 knot. The characteristics of fishing boats are in accordance with The Minister of Marine Affairs and Fisheries Regulation No. 30/Permen/2012 where small fishing boats are 5 GT that are generally used by traditional fishermen to utilize the resources around the coastal waters. This vessel is generally built with fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP) material which has a length of 10 m, a maximum width of 1.20 m, a height of 0.90 m, a load of 0.40, and a fuel tank of 25 litters. Another type of vessel is a small ferry. It aims as transportation for visitor mobilization (loading capacity 15 GT) from Cilacap City to Nusakambangan Island or reversely. This ferry is equipped with an outboard engine that is 25 HP and can be operated at a speed of 12 knot. The size of the small ferry generally has a length of 10.30 cm, a width of 1.20 m and a height of 0.90 m.

The next type of vessels is tug and pilot boats. Both ships are as the facilities that must be owned by the port to serve the landing process of ships that will dock at the port. Tug boats that have a larger size are equipped with inboard engines with a large power, which ranges from 1,000 to 1,500 HP. It has a load capacity of 500 GT and can be operated at speeds of up to 13 knots. This boat is more than 70 meters long which serves to guide the ship that needs it, either to dock or leave the port. By

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of vessel</th>
<th>Sound pressure level (dB re 1 µPa)</th>
<th>Peak frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Frequency range (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ro-ro ferry with inboard engine (450 HP, 125 GT, 15 knot)</td>
<td>102.0 - 115.2</td>
<td>955</td>
<td>495 - 2,259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small fishing boat with outboard engine (15 HP, 5 GT, 8 knot)</td>
<td>93.8 - 106.8</td>
<td>1.742</td>
<td>777 - 6,765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small ferry with outboard engine (25 HP, 15 GT, 12 knot)</td>
<td>94.1 - 111.9</td>
<td>3,181</td>
<td>279 - 3,189 and 12,150 - 19,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tug boat with inboard engine (1,500 HP, 500 GT, 13 knot)</td>
<td>93.8 - 117.8</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>170 – 2,629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot boat with outboard engine (500 HP, 3.5 GT, 30 knot)</td>
<td>96.8 - 112.7</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>393 - 3,509</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
towing, pushing and pulling. Tugboats are also used to pull barges, damaged vessels, and other equipment. Unlike tugboats, Pilot boat have gasoline-fueled outboard engines with 2 of 250 HP and fixed propeller propulsion. The size of the vessel is also much smaller so that the load capacity only reaches 3.5 GT. With a smaller size and considerable engine power, it can be operated at a very high speed of up to 30 knots. This boat is used to arrange or pick-up guide officers who will guide or finish guiding. Pilot boat is able to maintain maneuver stability, equipped with adequate navigation tools and radio communication.

Differences in the function of each ship provide differences in ship size, type and engine strength, loading power and operational speed of the vessel which influences differences in the sound characteristics it produces. Noise characteristics are closely related to engine type, propulsion system and propeller (Ross, 2005) because the ships sound source comes from propeller, main engine, auxiliary engine, flow noise, etc. (Pazara et al., 2018). The mechanism of sound production system of the ship also affects the sound characteristics, where the mechanism depends largely on the characteristics of the ship and its engine type (Mckenna et al., 2012). Its related to the sound of the ship produced is a combination of propeller cavitation, hydrodynamic and mechanical noise (Hildebrand, 2009). Small vessels equipped with engines and propellers at high speeds will produce higher noise (Erbe, 2002). While the large ship will produce low frequency noise due to its large size and equipped with lower engine RPM and propeller (McKenna et al., 2012). When the ship is operated, noise cavitation will increase as the ships speed, size and load increase (Donald Ross & Kuperman, 1989; Scrimger & Heitmeyer, 1991; Hamson, 1997; Trevorrow et al., 2008).

3.2 Noise characteristics of vessels

Noise characteristics both frequency and sound pressure level (SPL) are varied by type of vessels (Table 1). The noise frequency of all the vessel types recorded ranged from low frequencies (170 Hz) to high frequency that almost reached 20 kHz with peak frequency ranging from 347 – 1.742 Hz. Meanwhile, sound pressure levels did not vary greatly for the five vessels, believed to range from 93.8 – 117.8 dB re 1 μPa. The difference in frequency and sound pressure level of each vessel is related to the differences in engines type and power, load capacity, and operation speed.

Figure 3. Type of vessels. Ro-ro ferry (A); small fishing boat (B); small ferry (C); tug boat (D); and (E) pilot boat.
The highest contribution to frequency of noise as a source of pollution in the Nusakambangan Strait comes from small ferry, where it has two frequency ranges, below 3,189 Hz and 12,150 – 19,950 Hz with peaks in the lower frequency range (3,181 Hz). The existence of two frequency range is caused by the difference in sound source of both, where the lower range comes from the engine and the upper range by other sound sources such as propeller and flow noise recorded by hydrophone. This ship has the highest frequency of other types because it is equipped with gasoline-fuelled outboard engine. The type of vessel with the same type of engine (small fishing and pilot boats) has a frequency that includes higher than the other two ships of different engine types, each in the range of 777 - 6,795 Hz and 393 - 3,509 Hz. Although the three types of vessels have the same type of engine but the loading capacity of each ship is different. This is closely related to the sound emitted by these ships, where the largest loading capacity is small ferry which impacts on the frequency produced is also highest among others. Unlike the three types of vessels, ro-ro ferry and tug boat are equipped with diesel-fuelled inboard engine so that they are closely related to the noise frequency emitted lower than other types of vessels (below 3 kHz). Tug boat has a relatively lower frequency with a peak of 347 Hz because this ship has a lower loading capacity compared to ro-ro ferry. The information from the vessels indicates that the frequency of its noise is closely related to the type of engine and loading capacity.

The difference in frequency of vessel was not immediately followed by the difference in SPL, where the highest noise intensity was produced by tug boats reaching 117.8 dB re 1 μPa and ro-ro ferry with a range of 102.0 – 115 dB re 1 μPa. The type of diesel-fuelled inboard engine although has a lower frequency but the SPL is higher than other engine types. Although the tug boat has the same engine type as the ro-ro ferry, it has much higher power so it is closely related to the difference in noise intensity that produced. SPL variation of tug boat and other vessel type due to difference in speed and distance to receiver position. Other types of vessels (small fishing boat, small ferry and pilot boat) with gasoline-fuelled inboard engine although both have lower noise intensity compared to ships with other engine types, but differences in engine power and operating speed make a few differences to the SPL. Pilot boat with 500 HP engine power operated with 30 knots of exhaust emits noise with a range of 96.8 – 112.7 dB re 1 μPa, higher than small ferry and small fishing boat that only equipped with engine power of 25 and 15 HP respectively with operational speeds of 8 and 12 knot. This description indicates that the SPL variation of the vessel is strongly influenced by the engines type and power, operational speed and distance of the vessel to the receiver. Specifically, the sound characteristics change on the time which recorded by the types of vessels when crossing hydrophone positions are deployed, waveform shapes show similar shapes to each other. At the beginning of which the ships noise began to be detected, the intensity of the sound was seen lower than the overall noise of the ship. The noise intensity then increases until the position of the vessel is perpendicular to the receiver position and then decreases until the noise is not detected. Waveform patterns in terms of intensity and decrease differ from one type of ship to another. In the same intensity scale, ro-ro and small ferries have similar noise intensity patterns where the signal intensity increases relative rapidly and then tends to slow down and ends with a rapid decline before the signal starts to go undetected (Figure 4A and 4C, left). Different pattern is shown by tug and pilot boats, where the intensity is rocketed when the ships will cross the receiver position (Figure 4D and 4E, left). Meanwhile, small fishing boats have their own pattern, where it increases changes relatively slowly and peaks when the ship crosses the receiver position (Figure 4C, left). This pattern is further emphasized when the waveform is lowered with envelope analysis to determine SPL (Figure 4, centre). Differences in intensity change patterns of both waveform and SPL are inseparable from the lane of each vessel. Ro-ro and small ferries have a short lane because they only cross Cilacap City with Nusakambangan Island so that the operation speed of the ferry at the beginning of leaving the pier increases rapidly and then stabilizes and decreases rapidly towards the destination pier. Tug and pilot boats have outer and inner lanes to and from Tanjung Intan Port so that the speed of the ship when going to or leaving the Port undergoes significant changes. While small fishing boat does not experience a change of speed because it only crosses the waters.

In contrast, the pattern of noise frequency change in general experience the opposite with the pattern of intensity change (Figure 4, right). A higher noise frequency at the beginning of the signal is detected and decreases until the ship crosses the receiver position and then increases until the signal is undetectable. Similar to intensity, the change in frequency is also influenced by the operation speed and distance
of the vessel. Time-based distance changes differ from vessel to others due to differences in lane from each one. In fact, the rapid change in distance occurs in ro-ro and small ferries because the shape of the lane that only crosses the water causes the frequency change is more likely to occur quickly (Figure 4A and 4C, right). However, the difference in speed of the ferry caused a difference in frequency changes. Tug and pilot boats have relatively varied frequency
changes due to the shape of the lane that veer when heading to or leaving the port and cause the ships operating speed to also change (Figures 4D and 4E, right). The slow change in frequency is indicated by the small fishing boat because the lane of the vessel is perpendicular and further from the receiver position (Figure 4B, right). Since the speed of the vessel does not change when crossing the waters, the change in frequency is not influenced by this parameter.

The noise characteristics produced by each type of vessel is changed based on the distance of the ship to the receiver. Differences in source intensity level and source frequency of each ship when operating influence differences in grade changes in frequency and noise intensity. Sound pressure level decreases based on distance due to acoustic propagation loss which is distance function (McKenna et al., 2012; Halliday et al., 2017; Jones et al., 2017; Enguix et al., 2019). Transmission loss is the amount of intensity lost as a result of absorption which is a function of frequency, intensity, temperature and depth (Medwin & Clay, 1999; Simmonds & MacLennan, 2005; Etter, 2018). Meanwhile, the frequency of noise changes due to changes in angle of ship position when operating (Fillinger et al., 2011; Peng et al., 2018; Sutin et al., 2010). The change of angle between the ship and the receiver implies an increase in frequency as a doppler effect (Dragoset, 1988; Ahmad et al., 2018).

3.3 Noise characteristics of vessel based on the distance

As explained earlier, noise characteristics change based on the time recorded by the hydrophone. This change is caused by a change in distance so that there is a relationship between frequency and SPL with the distance of the vessel. Frequency increases based on distance, while SPL decreases related to the increased distance (Figure 5). Although it has the same pattern that is decreasing, but the amount of frequency changes based on the distance varies between one type of ship with another (Figure 5, left). The same thing, although the pattern of intensity change is the same that decreases, but the slope of changes is differ from each other (Figure 5, right).

The highest increases in noise frequency based on distance was indicated by the ro-ro ferry with an increased coefficient of 34.28 Hz.m\(^{-1}\) for both samples of vessel (Figure 5A, left). It is closely related to the change of angle (α) which is relatively faster as a result of the ships journey according to its path to the destination pier so that the silt frequency of the receiver also changes rapidly. It is in accordance with the theory of doppler effect where the frequency received is directly proportional to the cosine α, where the farther the distance of the vessel from the receiver, the smaller the angle formed so that the receiver frequency increases. Despite having the similar cruise lane as the ro-ro ferry, the small ferry had a lower frequency trend of 2.98 Hz.m\(^{-1}\) for both ship samples (Figure 5C, left). It is related to the doppler effect theory, where the receiver frequency is not only affected by the α but also influenced by the speed and sources frequency of the vessel. Assuming that the speed and source frequency of the ship remains, higher the speed of the vessel, higher of receiver frequency increase because the angle formed is also smaller. The same explanation for other type of ships with different cruise lane causes the different form of noise frequency pattern based on the distance. Although tug and pilot boats have the same cruise channel but they have different frequency increases, where tug boat are higher than pilot boat with a range of 5.35 and 6.30 Hz.m\(^{-1}\) compared to 2.39 and 2.41 Hz.m\(^{-1}\) for each sample (Figure 5C and 5D, left). Tug boat with gasoline-fuelled inboard engines have a higher noise frequency pattern than pilot boat with diesel-fuelled inboard engines despite higher operating speed. It indicates that the source frequency factor was more dominant in influencing the increase in frequency than the speed of the vessel. The lowest trend of increasing noise frequency emitted by small fishing boats is only around 0.73 and 0.72 Hz.m\(^{-1}\) for each sample (Figure 5B, left). The vessel has the furthest lane from the receiver and with a relatively low for source frequency and speed is a great reason why this type of vessel has the lowest frequency increase than any other.

In terms of SPL, the intensity reduction pattern of each vessel type also varies with distance (Figure 5, right). Although the trend of decreased intensity is almost the same for all type of ships that range from 0.04 – 0.11 dB re 1 µPa m\(^{-1}\), the steepest pattern is contributed by ro-ro ferry, small ferry and pilot boat that reaches 0.11 dB re 1 µPa m\(^{-1}\) (Figure 5A, 5C and 5E, right). While tug and small fishing boats only had a decrease in intensity of 0.07 and 0.04 dB re 1 µPa m\(^{-1}\) respectively (Figure 5D and 5B, right). This trend of decreasing intensity reflects the absorption coefficient of waters that is strongly influenced by the source frequency and water conditions such as temperature and salinity. The highest source frequency by small ferry causes the absorption coefficient of vessels noise to be higher than the others. Although the source frequency of ro-ro ferry and pilot boat is insignificant compared to the other two types of
Figure 5. Relationship between frequency (left) and sound pressure level (right) to the distance of ro-ro ferry (A); small fishing boat (B); small ferry (C); tug boat (D); and (E) pilot boat. S1 and S2 represent to the sample of vessels, the water conditions at the time of data recording are occurred at high tide influencing increased salinity which implies an increase in the absorption coefficient of the
waters. While the data recording of tug and small fishing boat are occurred at low tide where the run off of freshwater from the river upstream causes salinity of the waters to decrease and indirectly influence the absorption coefficient of these waters. Temperature conditions that do not fluctuate in this strait indicates that the factor does not have a significant impact on changes in the absorption coefficient.

Another thing that can be seen from the SPL trend is the prediction of the source level of each ship type (Figure 5, right). The information of SPL data based on the distance and absorption coefficient of ships noise; source level of the ship can be predicted. The prediction results showed that the source level of ro-ro ferry, small ferry and pilot boat reached 128 dB re 1 μPa (Figure 5A, 5C and 5D, right). While tug and small fishing boats are only 119 and 105 dB re 1 μPa respectively (Figure 5D and 5B, right). The difference in source level based on the type of vessel is very closely related to the engines type and strength, loading capacity and operation speed of the boat. In addition to predicting source levels, this trend can also indicate the intensity of the vessel at a certain distance from the receiver.

The existence of ship noise with a frequency range of 12,150 – 19,950 Hz, sound pressure level of 102.0 – 115 dB re 1 μPa, and predicted source levels ranging from 105 - 128 dB re 1 μPa has a potential impact on the presence of marine biota both fish and marine mammal. Continuous noise with the intensity range has the potential to impair behavior, masking, temporary threshold shift (TTS), recoverable injury and even mortality and potential mortal injury in endemic fish and mammal based on guidelines compiled by Popper & Hawkins (2016). Several studies have shown that the noise of ships with such frequency and intensity ranges has a several impacts on fish (see McCauley et al., 2003; Amoser et al., 2004; Codarin et al., 2009; Wysocki et al., 2006; Kight & Swaddle, 2011; Simpson et al., 2016; Ceraulo et al., 2021) and marine mammal (see Williams et al., 2002; Nowacek et al., 2007; Holt & Schusterman, 2007; Branstetter & Finneran, 2008; Christiansen et al., 2010; Wright et al., 2011; Rolland et al., 2012; Castellote et al., 2012; Allen & Angliss, 2013; Nachtigall & Supin, 2014; Erbe et al., 2016; Dunlop et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2017; Halliday et al., 2017; Williams et al., 2019; Kastelein et al., 2019).

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, the type of commercial vessels equipped with various size, engine types and power, loading capacity, and operation speed influenced the characteristics of the noise emitted. Noise frequency based on the distance was increased, and vice versa where the intensity was decreased. Estimated source level from sound pressure level also differs based on the ship type. To complete the shortcomings in this research, further research needs to be carried out to find the information related to the direct impact of vessel noise on marine biota as an effort to mitigate noise pollution in these waters.
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